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Abstract

As Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems become increasingly complex, ensur-
ing their decisions are transparent and understandable to users has become
paramount. This paper explores the integration of Case-Based Reasoning
(CBR) with Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) through a real-world
example, which presents an innovative CBR-driven XAI platform. This study
investigates how CBR, a method that solves new problems based on the solu-
tions of similar past problems, can be harnessed to enhance the explainability
of AI systems. Though the literature has few works on the synergy between
CBR and XAI, exploring the principles for developing a CBR-driven XAI
platform is necessary. This exploration outlines the key features and func-
tionalities, examines the alignment of CBR principles with XAI goals to make
AI reasoning more transparent to users, and discusses methodological strate-
gies for integrating CBR into XAI frameworks. Through a case study of our
CBR-driven XAI platform, iSee: Intelligent Sharing of Explanation Experi-
ence, we demonstrate the practical application of these principles, highlight-
ing the enhancement of system transparency and user trust. The platform
elucidates the decision-making processes of AI models and adapts to provide
explanations tailored to diverse user needs. Our findings emphasize the im-
portance of interdisciplinary approaches in AI research and the significant
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role CBR can play in advancing the goals of XAI.

Keywords: Case-Based Reasoning, CBR-driven XAI, Explainable Artificial
Intelligence, Human-understandable Explanations, Trustworthy AI

1. Introduction1

The prevalence and swift progress of Artificial Intelligence (AI) [1] tech-2

nology has brought to light the issue of system opacity, where the intricate3

workings of AI models often remain unclear to users. This lack of trans-4

parency creates obstacles to user trust and acceptance. It raises significant5

ethical and accountability concerns, particularly in critical areas of decision-6

making, including healthcare, finance, and law enforcement. To address this7

challenge of making AI decisions comprehensible, Explainable Artificial Intel-8

ligence (XAI) [2] has emerged as a vital area of research. However, developing9

effective XAI solutions faces several limitations due to the intricate and di-10

verse nature of AI algorithms and the distinct requirements of various stake-11

holders. Among the methodologies explored, Case-Based Reasoning (CBR)12

[3] emerges as a compelling approach, which uses intuitive, example-based13

reasoning mechanisms to enhance the explainability of AI systems.14

The convergence of CBR and XAI offers a promising pathway to address15

the above-mentioned challenges. CBR, with its foundation in analogical rea-16

soning from past cases, inherently possesses qualities of transparency and17

interpretability. It provides a natural mechanism for explanation by drawing18

parallels between current problems and previously encountered cases, thus19

offering insights into the reasoning process in an intuitive manner. How-20

ever, while CBR’s potential to enhance explainability is recognized, its in-21

tegration into the broader landscape of XAI requires careful consideration22

of methodological approaches, technological infrastructures, and user-centric23

design principles.24

This paper comprehensively explores why and how a convergence of CBR25

and XAI is necessary and beneficial for advancing the field of AI towards more26

interpretable, trustworthy, and user-friendly systems. Our literature review27

found a few surveys on CBR for XAI. Keane et al. [4] advocate using CBR28

as a transparent counterpart to opaque AI systems, namely Artificial Neural29

Networks (ANN), enhancing interpretability within the XAI domain. We-30

ber et al. [5] further this concept with knowledge-based XAI, which merges31

domain expertise with AI, leveraging CBR principles for more precise AI32
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decision explanations through supervised classification. This method treats33

AI inputs and outputs as case problems and solutions, enriching explana-34

tions with domain-specific insights. Schoenborn et al. [6] underscore the35

importance of explanations in decision-making, presenting Explainable CBR36

(XCBR) as CBR systems that generate explanations. Unlike traditional case-37

based methods, XCBR offers a structured taxonomy for researchers aiming to38

create and apply explanations. Gates et al. [7] highlight the critical need for39

evaluating CBR explanations to enhance the understanding of intelligent sys-40

tems. They propose evaluation strategies, survey XCBR systems, and define41

dimensions for categorizing CBR explanation components, suggesting future42

research avenues and community efforts to improve XCBR evaluations.43

Our paper advances beyond previous studies by offering a comprehen-44

sive view that connects theoretical insights with real-world implementations,45

emphasizing the integration of CBR and XAI to meet the growing need for in-46

terpretable AI systems. [rev] As a consequence, we solve the following gap in47

the literature: we establish a guide when implementing CBR & XAI models,48

providing actual implementations of real-world use cases as examples. We49

explore how CBR techniques can be seamlessly integrated into XAI to clarify50

AI decision-making for users of all expertise levels, identifying key features or51

functionalities essential for this synergy. Unique to our study is the inclusion52

of a case study on a CBR-driven XAI platform we developed, showcasing53

how CBR enhances transparency and trust in AI systems. This examination54

highlights CBR’s practical benefits in XAI and provides practitioners and55

researchers with valuable insights for designing and implementing effective56

CBR-driven XAI systems. [rev] Therefore, the main contribution of this pa-57

per is twofold. Following the format used by other authors previously [8] we58

specify our contribution in a list format:59

1. We offer an in-depth literature analysis, focusing on the theoretical60

process for implementing interpretable AI systems considering XAI and61

CBR synergies. The outcome of this study is a guide to building such62

systems for AI developers.63

2. We illustrate the development of a CBR-driven platform, a real use case64

implemented through the steps from the theoretical process described65

in point (1). Therefore, we detail how AI practitioners can use our66

guide through a practical example.67

The guidelines proposed here to implement CBR and XAI synergies in68

the context of transparent AI model development might be used by XAI69
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developers in four main situations. First, when XAI designers want to use70

CBR as a methodology to implement a post-hoc explainer for a black-box AI71

model, or when they want to use CBR to drive XAI procedures. Our study72

and exemplification can guide the design of these systems when designers are73

not familiar with CBR and/or XAI. Second, when XAI designers want to74

explain a CBR-based system. Although CBR is an inherently transparent75

methodology, our study might help designers consider different CBR features76

to take into account when creating explanations. Therefore, they might ex-77

plore which steps or resources from the CBR methodology could be more78

useful to show to users as an explanation in a specific situation. Third, when79

designers need to implement one or more steps in the CBR circle applying80

them to XAI, but they do not know all the possibilities within that step.81

This might happen, for example, if designers are not experts on ontologies82

and semantic similarity metrics, but they want or need to leverage the ad-83

vantages of generating explanations. The same might happen with the rest84

of the CBR resources and steps. Fourth, when designers need or want to85

analyze an example of how to use our guidelines or specific CBR procedures86

to implement their own XAI solutions. For instance, if designers do not know87

how to use semantic knowledge in their system and want to determine which88

semantic information is necessary, they can observe different options to apply89

in our guidelines. Moreover, we describe a platform developed as an XAI &90

CBR synergy: our iSee platform is an example of the different problems that91

XAI designers can encounter when developing explanation experiences, and92

how they can be solved using CBR. We expected this description to be il-93

lustrative for different XAI practitioners when developing their explanations94

experiences.95

The outline of this article is as follows. Section 2 explores how CBR’s96

inherent principles converge with XAI goals to enhance AI explainability.97

Moreover, we explore the practical methodologies by which CBR can be in-98

terwoven with XAI to demystify AI decisions. This includes a detailed discus-99

sion on the methodological integrations and adaptations necessary for CBR100

techniques to enhance the clarity and relevance of explanations provided by101

AI systems, filling a gap in the current discourse that often separates theo-102

retical potential from practical application. Afterwards, Section 3 delineates103

the ethical implications and bias mitigation in the XAI domain. In Section104

4, we provide a real-world CBR-driven XAI platform to enhance our under-105

standing of the interplay between CBR and XAI, as well as the design and106

implementation of the platform. Finally, closing remarks are presented in107
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Section 5.108

2. Converging CBR and XAI for Explainability109

The convergence of CBR within XAI frameworks offers a structured ap-110

proach to generating explanations. This involves identifying past cases that111

parallel the current decision context and providing a narrative or reason-112

ing trail that users can follow and understand. For instance, in a medical113

diagnosis AI system, a CBR-driven explanation could detail how the AI’s114

recommendation matches or diverges from previous diagnoses under similar115

patient conditions, thereby grounding the AI’s decision in concrete, under-116

standable examples. Explanations must be tailored to suit various contexts117

and specific requirements, considering the users’ objectives, the breadth of118

the explanation needed, or the data at hand. Selecting the optimal explana-119

tion strategy for specific AI applications and users presents a challenge. This120

issue can be addressed by creating a unified platform that enables AI devel-121

opers to identify and implement the most compelling explanation technique122

for particular scenarios.123

Achieving explainability transcends technical challenges, representing a124

complex effort that caters to the diverse requirements of different stakeholders125

[9]. These stakeholders include data scientists, domain experts, developers,126

regulators, and end-users, contributing varied perspectives, objectives, and127

challenges. The main goals of XAI, including informativeness, transferabil-128

ity, accessibility, fairness, confidence, interactivity, and causality, underscore129

the alignment of these goals with the unique information requirements of130

various stakeholders, as outlined in the literature [10]. To make AI decisions131

understandable to users, XAI systems must tailor explanations to match the132

interpretability of various data types, such as tables, text, time-series, and133

images, which differ in their ease of human understanding [11]. Chari et al.134

[12] highlight the necessity of employing diverse explainability types, such135

as case-based, contrastive, counterfactual, and trace-based, to cater to the136

varying requirements of users. Explanation scope delineates the extent of137

interpretation, ranging from global, which encompasses the whole model, to138

local, concentrating on the reasoning for individual predictions [13, 14]. More-139

over, explanation methods underline key text elements influencing outcomes,140

providing insights into the model’s logic. The effectiveness of these methods141

depends on their alignment with stakeholder needs, ensuring insights im-142

prove user comprehension and meet expectations [13]. XAI methods include143
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ante-hoc, where models are inherently interpretable, offering direct insights144

into workings, and post-hoc, balancing predictiveness with interpretability by145

revealing decisions without detailing internal mechanisms [15].146

We will examine CBR’s unique ability to provide intuitive explanations147

with other XAI methods, highlighting its capability to offer transparent,148

easily understandable analogies rather than dissect model architecture or149

quantify feature importance. Post-hoc methods, namely model-agnostic and150

model-specific methods [10, 15] primarily focused on interpreting or explain-151

ing the decisions of machine learning models, either without regard to (ag-152

nostic) or with specific consideration of (specific) the model’s internal mecha-153

nisms. In contrast, CBR uses actual instances from the case base for analog-154

ical reasoning, presenting complete scenarios that closely match the current155

problem. Feature importance methods [16] offer insights into the contribu-156

tion of individual features but might fall short of delivering a comprehensive157

view of the decision-making process. Meanwhile, CBR provides explanations158

through analogies, showcasing complete cases similar to the current situa-159

tion. This method allows users to fully understand the logic behind decisions,160

making the explanations more accessible and relevant. Furthermore, coun-161

terfactual explanations [17] show how small input changes can alter decision162

outcomes. While crafting meaningful counterfactuals in complex domains is163

challenging, CBR incorporates counterfactual reasoning by showcasing how164

minor variations in similar cases affect outcomes. Counterfactual discovery165

often employs CBR, focusing on optimization-based or example-based algo-166

rithms using CBR techniques for Nearest Unlike Neighbors (NUNs) retrieval167

and adaptation for actionable decision changes [18, 19]. This approach pro-168

vides insights into decision boundaries without artificial scenarios, position-169

ing CBR as a vital component of XAI for bridging the gap between intricate170

AI operations and user understanding. CBR offers example-based expla-171

nations [20], also called factual or instance-based explanations, which show172

users past cases solved with the predicted AI model solution. This resonates173

well with users by mirroring the human tendency to learn from previous ex-174

periences. It is a highly effective method in XAI for its clarity and natural175

fit with human cognitive processes [21].176

Implementing a CBR-driven XAI system involves several challenges, in-177

cluding the selection and adaptation of past cases to fit the current problem178

context accurately. There is also the need to maintain a comprehensive, up-179

to-date case base reflecting the diversity and complexity of real-world prob-180

lems. Moreover, the effectiveness of CBR-based explanations depends on the181
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system’s ability to select relevant and understandable cases for the intended182

audience, necessitating careful consideration of user needs and preferences in183

the design of the explanation generation process. Our literature review iden-184

tified fundamental elements for converging CBR and XAI: structured case185

representation, domain knowledge integration, experience-based reasoning,186

similarity-based retrieval, adaptation and learning, case base maintenance,187

and an iterative and interactive process. Table 1 outlines these essential CBR188

principles and their relevance to XAI, which will be discussed in the follow-189

ing sections. These principles correspond to the identified functionalities190

and demonstrate their significance for XAI by illustrating how each principle191

enhances AI systems’ transparency, comprehensibility, and interpretability.192

2.1. Case Structuring and Domain Knowledge for Enhancing Explainability193

and Semantic Interpretation194

In CBR, knowledge is stored as cases containing a problem, solution, and195

outcome, collected in a case base [29]. Case representation describes the or-196

ganization and storage method within the system. Machine-readable ontolo-197

gies are a popular approach that facilitates creating user-specific explanations198

by clarifying complex data relationships and enhancing comprehension [12].199

Utilizing ontologies in case description improves interoperability and fos-200

ters collaboration across CBR methods, enriching explanations with diverse201

knowledge sources. Semantic knowledge for case representation enhances AI202

interpretability and explanation simplicity, enabling natural language and203

visually clear, example-based explanations, such as loan approvals based on204

similar past cases. This semantic richness enhances the clarity and signifi-205

cance of explanations for XAI systems, helping users grasp both the rationale206

and the specifics of AI decisions. For example, Tiddi et al. [30] introduced an207

Ontology Design Pattern (ODP) for diverse explanatory concepts, while the208

Food Explanation Ontology (FEO) [31] formalized domain-specific answers209

for AI-driven food recommendations. Another approach [32] simplified ex-210

planation integration in recommender systems, addressing user expectations211

and knowledge with a new conceptual model, RecOnto, guiding effective212

explanation development. Chari et al. [12] proposed an explanation ontol-213

ogy for user-centered AI design, addressing questions including “How, Why,214

Why-not, What-if, and How-to.”215

Incorporating domain knowledge [5] into XAI systems enhances trans-216

parency and comprehension, particularly in finance or healthcare sectors,217
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Table 1: CBR Principles and Their Suitability for XAI
Functionality CBR Principle Relevance to XAI
Structured Representation of
Cases [22].

Cases in CBR are structured
with a problem description
and its corresponding solution,
which may also include annota-
tions about the case’s context or
rationale.

Structured representation en-
ables the system to explic-
itly map decisions to prior in-
stances, enabling users to eas-
ily trace back to similar cases
to comprehend the rationale be-
hind a particular decision.

Domain Knowledge Integration
[23].

Integrated with domain-specific
knowledge, such as ontologies or
rules, to enhance its reasoning
capabilities.

Utilizing domain knowledge
can provide comprehensive and
context-aware explanations,
offering users a deeper under-
standing of the decision-making
process.

Experience-Based Reasoning
[24].

“Similar problems share similar
solutions,” which relies on past
experiences (cases) to address
new and comparable problems.

The reasoning process is trans-
parent, as it relies on concrete
past instances, enabling it to
provide clear and relatable ex-
planations for its decisions by
referring to past cases.

Similarity-Based Retrieval [25]. Utilize the similarity between
the current problem and past
cases to retrieve relevant cases.

The similarity metrics and crite-
ria provide an objective frame-
work for case retrieval, thereby
enhancing transparency in the
decision-making process.

Adaptation and Learning [26]. Adapt solutions from past cases
that may not perfectly fit the
current problem, and they also
learn by storing new experi-
ences.

Adaptation process can be
transparent by showcasing how
past solutions are modified for
the current context, and with
continuous learning, the sys-
tem’s knowledge remains up-
dated and relevant.

Case Base Maintenance [27]. Undertake regular reviews and
updates by eliminating obsolete
cases and adding new and valu-
able experiences

Ensure that the explanations re-
main relevant and accurate over
time, bolstering the system’s
credibility.

Iterative and Interactive Pro-
cess [28]

Utilizes an iterative approach,
wherein the system engages in
a dialogue with users to refine
problem descriptions or validate
solutions.

Interactivity allows users to be
involved in the reasoning pro-
cess, enhancing trust and pro-
viding opportunities for real-
time clarification.

making AI decisions more relevant and understandable. This method uti-218

lizes expert insights and industry-specific data for case adaptation, fostering219

trust and informed decision-making. It also supports post-hoc verification,220

ensuring the scientific accuracy of AI recommendations and improving user221

collaboration by clarifying AI reasoning in real-world contexts [33]. Do-222

main knowledge and ontologies refine explanations, boosting accuracy, trust,223

and user satisfaction [34]. Doctor XAI [35] demonstrated integrating domain224
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knowledge into ontologies improves explanations, particularly temporal data.225

Similarly, ontologies aid in clarifying global post-hoc explanations in decision226

trees [35, 36]. Studies by Islam et al. [37] shown the application of domain227

knowledge in finance and cybersecurity to improve black-box model explain-228

ability, achieving competitive performance with enhanced explanations.229

2.2. Experience-based Reasoning and Similarity Retrieval for Explanation230

Generation231

The CBR cycle [38], leveraging historical data and past experiences, it-232

eratively refines problem-solving with each new case, applying its practical233

methodology across fields, including medical diagnosis, legal reasoning, and234

more. The first phase in the CBR cycle is Retrieval, where the system com-235

pares a new instance with all stored cases in the case base using similarity236

metrics [39], focusing on features or criteria specific to the domain. The sys-237

tem retrieves cases most similar to the instance, offering explanations based238

on problems closely related historically. For example, medical diagnosis finds239

patients with similar histories and symptoms, emphasizing the importance of240

accurate problem definition and appropriate similarity metrics for effective241

case retrieval. The choice of similarity metric is pivotal, influencing outcomes242

and solution quality, emphasizing careful consideration of similarity metrics243

to enhance example-based explanations and the application of CBR in XAI.244

We will explore how experience-based reasoning and similarity-based retrieval245

generate meaningful explanations, as outlined in Table 1. Experience-based246

reasoning [40] utilizes past case knowledge to address new challenges, draw-247

ing from similar past solutions and their outcomes for guidance. Similarly,248

similarity-based retrieval [41] searches for analogous cases using defined met-249

rics, aiding in identifying practical solutions for comparable situations.250

Cunningham [42] categorizes CBR similarity metrics into four groups:251

direct similarity mechanisms use feature vectors for straightforward com-252

parisons, such as Overlap metrics and Euclidean distances; transformation-253

based measures, including Edit distances and Tree Edit Distance (TED), as-254

sess the effort to change one case into another, highlighting case differences.;255

information-theoretic measures analyze raw case data, bypassing feature vec-256

tors; andmachine learning-based metrics apply Machine Learning (ML) tech-257

niques to define similarities, necessitating explanations for the ML reasoning258

processes. Similarity metrics fall into three categories: local, global, and259

quasi-local [43]. Local metrics assess similarity based on a single attribute,260
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offering transparency but limited breadth in evaluation. Meanwhile, consid-261

ering all attributes, global metrics provide comprehensive case comparisons262

at the cost of reduced transparency [44]. Finally, quasi-local metrics strike263

a balance by evaluating a selected subset of attributes. The choice between264

these metrics depends on the trade-off between accuracy and explanation265

transparency in seeking optimal case-based explanations. Moreover, simi-266

larity metrics leverage structural or semantic knowledge to assess case sim-267

ilarities [45]. Structural knowledge employs data structures, namely graphs,268

trees, or Behaviour Trees (BTs) for case solutions [46]. In contrast, semantic269

knowledge uses ontologies to describe cases by concepts and properties within270

a domain [47]. Integrating both approaches enriches similarity assessments,271

which will be illustrated in Section 4 using BTs for solution representation272

and ontologies for explainer semantics.273

During the retrieval phase, the MAC/FAC approach is often employed274

[48]. This approach involves a two-step filtering process, which begins by275

identifying cases from the case base that match the query’s problem features276

[49]. While this step is straightforward, the subsequent similarity assessment277

is critical for retrieval and may lack transparency regarding feature contribu-278

tion to case ranking [49]. Selecting suitable similarity metrics and providing279

visual explanations can help users understand the basis of case selection,280

enhancing the transparency of CBR predictions [41].281

2.3. Adaptation and Learning for Customized AI Explanations282

We will delve into how CBR systems customize solutions through adap-283

tation and learning, highlighted in Table 1, crucial for tailoring responses to284

user-specific needs. During the second phase in the CBR cycle, i.e., Reuse285

or Adaptation [38], the CBR system modifies solutions from past cases to286

fit the new problem based on the adaptability indicated by case similarity287

in the retrieve phase. This process enables the generation of personalized288

explanations, such as updating a medical treatment plan for a new patient’s289

unique situation. The system needs to deliver solutions that are precise and290

explained in an accessible manner to users. Adaptation techniques for CBR291

systems are classified into transformational and generative. Transformational292

adaptation involves altering the structure of a solution to fit a new problem,293

requiring significant modifications [26]. Generative adaptation, on the other294

hand, rethinks the solution-creation process for new scenarios, often building295

parts of the solution from scratch without relying solely on past cases, ad-296

dressing complex problems, or bridging solution gaps [26, 50]. Constructive297

10
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adaptation [51], a subset of generative adaptation, combines elements from298

similar cases to create a new solution, such as combining cultural activities299

from different vacations to recommend a unique urban cultural tour itinerary.300

The literature explores two methods for learning adaptation knowledge in301

case reuse: weighted majority voting and case difference heuristic (CDH)302

[52]. Incorporating ontology into case descriptions, as discussed in Section303

2.1, streamlines retrieval and adaptation, ensuring solutions closely match304

queries with minimal adjustments. This method enhances solution tailoring305

and elucidates the decision-making process for users, boosting transparency306

and comprehension.307

The revision stage [38], the third phase of the CBR cycle, involves assess-308

ing and potentially modifying the solution applied to a new problem to refine309

its effectiveness. This continuous evaluation and adjustment stage enhances310

the CBR system’s performance and accuracy. An example includes monitor-311

ing a patient’s response to a tailored treatment plan and adjusting it based312

on their feedback. Adaptation, particularly during the CBR cycle’s revision313

phase, evaluates and adjusts solutions based on feedback to ensure align-314

ment with user queries. This phase scrutinizes the suitability of solutions315

and iteratively refines them, integrating new knowledge into the system for316

enhanced future problem-solving. Successful adjustments result in updated317

cases stored in the case base, continuously enriching the system’s knowledge318

base and capabilities [53].319

2.4. Case Base Maintenance for Enhanced Explanation Quality320

This section explores the importance of case base maintenance (CBM)321

in the CBR retain phase, as outlined in Table 1. Retain phase [38] updates322

the case base by saving newly solved cases, including problem descriptions,323

adapted solutions, and relevant details for future reference. For example,324

new patient cases, including their treatments and outcomes, are recorded to325

aid future medical diagnoses. CBM is crucial for the accuracy and reliability326

of CBR integrated with XAI systems, ensuring the case base remains current327

and effective in providing clear explanations [27, 54]. CBM involves updating328

the case base to reflect new knowledge, deleting obsolete or redundant cases,329

merging cases to enhance reasoning, and correcting inconsistencies to main-330

tain or improve system efficiency and explanation quality [27, 55]. Strategies331

for CBM include optimizing case representation and pruning unnecessary332

cases, resulting in a streamlined case base that facilitates faster retrieval and333

sustains problem-solving competence [56].334
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The literature outlines various algorithms for CBM, including the k-335

Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) [57] classifier for identifying and removing redun-336

dant or noisy cases and instance reduction algorithms for optimizing the case337

base by clustering or instance-based learning [58]. Effectiveness is evaluated338

using ML techniques, including Hold-Out and Cross-Validation, to compare339

performance metrics of the original and updated case bases [55]. The quality340

of explanations depends on the accuracy and diversity of cases, necessitating341

regular updates to remove outdated information, thereby maintaining the342

relevance and trustworthiness of explanations [59]. Transparent documen-343

tation of changes and rationale for case updates ensures users understand344

the maintenance process while reducing redundancy improves efficiency and345

consistency of explanations [60].346

The structure of the case base significantly influences explainability, with347

a well-organized case base facilitating the precise tracing of solutions and en-348

hancing user trust through reliable explanations. Effective case base mainte-349

nance ensures the system remains dynamic, improving by adding new cases350

and expanding its adaptability and learning (see Section 2.3) capabilities.351

Personalizing the case base for specific user needs or domains further en-352

hances explanations, improving user satisfaction. CBM is crucial for main-353

taining high standards of explainability and fostering trust in AI applications.354

2.5. Iterative and Interactive Process for Enhancing User-Centric Explana-355

tions356

This section explores the critical role of iterative and interactive learning,357

mentioned in Table 1, emphasizing the necessity of engaging user interac-358

tion, effective feedback mechanisms, and continuous learning to uphold a359

user-focused approach [28, 61, 62]. Personalizing explanations [28, 63] by360

allowing users to influence their depth and scope significantly enhances the361

transparency and relevance of predictive systems. This process adapts ex-362

planations to meet individual user needs, making complex AI decisions more363

understandable and actionable. For example, personalization enables users364

to receive specific guidance on improving their financial profiles, offering con-365

crete, actionable insights rather than generic feedback in a credit-scoring XAI366

system. This tailored interaction fosters a more engaging user experience by367

directly addressing user queries with personalized information.368

Crafting user-friendly interfaces that align with user preferences and sim-369

plify system interaction is crucial. These interfaces must adapt to user feed-370

back and behavior, enhancing intuitiveness and user focus. Incorporating371
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simple feedback tools, including ratings and comments, facilitates user en-372

gagement and input [64]. For example, while collaborative filtering uses user373

ratings for personalized suggestions, it is often opaque. A novel approach374

combines CBR and Formal Concept Analysis for transparent explanations in375

recommendation systems, utilizing user interactions to identify and explain376

item recommendations effectively [65]. This method improves explanation377

transparency and gathers user feedback to refine and trust the explanation378

process.379

Causal explanations in XAI emerge from dialogues tailored to specific380

“why” questions, emphasizing accuracy and relevance [66]. Such conversa-381

tions, incorporating text and visuals, allow explanatory agents to address382

multiple aspects of AI decision-making, making explanations more intuitive383

and user-centric [67, 68]. For instance, using the Locally Interpretable Model-384

Agnostic Explainer (LIME) algorithm for image explanations involves seg-385

menting images to show how changes affect AI outputs, thus personaliz-386

ing the explanation process. This interactive and visual approach enhances387

AI transparency, fosters user engagement by allowing them to influence the388

explanation process, and supports a deeper understanding of AI decisions,389

aligning with fairness and accountability objectives.390

Surveys and feedback forms are essential for gathering user input on a391

system’s functionality and explanations, with studies by Smith et al. [62]392

revealing the importance of providing feedback opportunities alongside ex-393

planations to enhance user satisfaction and system improvement. Tailor-394

ing feedback mechanisms to user profiles and leveraging implicit feedback395

through user interactions enhance system relevance and engagement. Tech-396

niques, namely graph-based approach [69], use user data for personalized397

explanations, while feedback-driven updates refine the case base, ensuring398

its effectiveness [70, 71]. Adapting XAI algorithms based on feedback [72]399

and employing iterative refinement methods, namely IREX [73], allow for400

continuous system accuracy and user understanding improvement.401

3. Ethical Implications and Bias Mitigation402

Addressing biases in CBR systems is essential for fairness and accuracy,403

as biases from underrepresented cases in the case base can skew decisions. To404

mitigate biases, diversifying the case base to reflect a wide array of situations405

and conducting regular audits to adjust retrieval algorithms are crucial steps.406

Adjusting similarity metrics or integrating fairness constraints ensures more407
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equitable case selection [74, 75]. Research [37, 76] highlights the importance408

of identifying and addressing biases, suggesting XAI techniques for visual409

bias evaluation and fairness reporting. Developing fair-by-design ML models410

[77] and employing algorithms, including CERTIFAI [78] to assess model411

robustness and fairness can lead to less biased, understandable explanations,412

enhancing the fairness and transparency of AI systems.413

Historical data biases can impair AI model effectiveness, necessitating414

a comprehensive approach to bias mitigation involving data scrutiny, fair-415

ness audits, and collaboration with domain experts [14]. Transparency in416

AI decision-making enhances interpretability, aiding bias identification and417

trust-building, despite explanations not assuring system trustworthiness [79].418

Trustworthy AI development strategies include quantitative metrics for ex-419

planation quality and human evaluation methods to ensure reliability be-420

fore practical application [15]. Furthermore, the trade-off between trans-421

parency and privacy in model explanations requires careful management to422

prevent information leakage, as analyzed in research on backpropagation and423

perturbation-based explanations [80].424

Privacy and data protection are critical in CBR and XAI systems due425

to extensive datasets, including sensitive information [10]. Balancing data426

use for AI performance with privacy rights poses a significant challenge [14],427

necessitating GDPR compliance via anonymization and encryption. Clear428

guidelines for AI decision accountability are essential, with XAI enhancing429

this by enabling decision contestation and action modification for better fu-430

ture outcomes [81]. Testing AI algorithms for policy compliance without431

revealing proprietary details is crucial, as is allowing external verification432

to ensure objectives are met and providing explanations for discrepancies433

[82]. Collaborating with experts across fields can offer deep insights into ad-434

dressing potential biases. Incorporating a ‘human-in-the-loop’ approach [2]435

ensures a balance between AI’s capabilities and human oversight, allowing436

users to report biases and impacts, which are crucial for identifying and cor-437

recting system biases. Furthermore, ethical training for AI developers and438

awareness among users is critical to embedding ethical considerations into439

AI’s responsible development and use [10, 83].440

4. iSee: A CBR-driven XAI Platform441

The surge of interest in XAI has led to an extensive array of methods442

for explaining AI decisions, known as explainers, which cater to diverse con-443
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texts and needs, such as user objectives, the scope of explanation, or data444

type [32]. While various explanation methods benefit research and industry,445

selecting the optimal approach for specific AI applications and user require-446

ments presents a significant challenge [49]. The iSee: Intelligent Sharing447

of Explanation Experience 1 project aims to address this issue by creating448

a unified platform that enables AI developers to select and implement the449

most compelling explanation strategy for particular AI scenarios. “Expla-450

nation strategies” refer to the diverse methods and techniques developed to451

interpret ML models and elucidate their predictions, recommendations, and452

diagnoses [84]. These strategies are designed to cater to the varying needs453

of different stakeholders, such as technological experts, domain experts, and454

impacted individuals or subjects [9], who may have distinct backgrounds,455

skills, and objectives. As these strategies evolve, they equip practitioners456

with the knowledge to select the most appropriate methods for explaining457

AI behavior in various contexts. The platform incorporates tools for eval-458

uating the efficacy of explanation strategies in specific contexts and utilizes459

detailed knowledge structures. These structures help compare scenarios, un-460

derstand contextual differences, and effectively adapt explanations to meet461

varying user needs.462

iSee is a CBR-driven XAI recommender that aims to enhance the ex-463

plainability of AI systems by incorporating greater abstraction in the ex-464

planation process. The iSee consortium comprises researchers who advocate465

using the CBR paradigm to capture the knowledge and experience gained466

from successful adaptation of explainability in AI systems. iSee leverages467

these experiences to assist AI systems in building explainability that adheres468

to regulations, such as the EU’s ‘right to explanation’ 2. The key terms in469

iSee are as follows: (i) Explanation is an artifact created to enhance a user’s470

comprehension of a system’s decision or output, (ii) Explainer (or explana-471

tion algorithm) is the algorithmic element within an XAI system tasked with472

explaining the system’s AI component, (iii) Explanation Experience refers473

to the interaction between the explainee and the XAI system, (iv) Expla-474

nation intents refers to the explainee’s motives and reasons behind needing475

explanations, (v) Explanation strategy is understood as the combination of476

explainers and other workflow components to generate an explanation expe-477

1https://isee4xai.com/
2https://gdpr.eu/
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rience that offers different explanations according to the explanation intents.478

To the best of our knowledge, iSee stands out from other XAI platforms479

by providing explanation experiences tailored to individual users and priori-480

tizing their needs. Existing XAI libraries, such as Alibi [85], Dalex [86], and481

Xplique [87], provide a wide range of explainer tools primarily for developers.482

However, the iSee platform enables users to customize and apply explainers483

on-demand and uses CBR to recommend optimal explanation strategies tai-484

lored to individual user profiles and case details. iSee offers a comprehensive485

explainer catalog for diverse data types and includes unique explainers de-486

veloped by iSee team, such as DiSCERN [88], PertCF [89], IREX [90], and487

specialized time-series explainer, namely CBRFox [91].488

4.1. iSee CBR methodology489

The iSee platform [92], rooted in CBR methodology, empowers AI design-490

ers to capture and share intricate “explanation experiences” with peers facing491

similar explanation needs. These experiences leverage various XAI methods492

to understand the system, tailored to users’ requirements thoroughly. Aimed493

at creating an open catalog of such experiences, it supports the adaptation494

and customization of explanations to meet diverse needs across trustworthy495

AI applications. The CBR methodology enables the transfer of solutions496

from past explanation experiences by customizing them to fit new scenarios.497

Additionally, users can personalize these solutions based on their preferences.498

The integration of this process within the CBR cycle involves several steps,499

as shown in Figure 1. Building on the case representation and domain knowl-500

edge integration aspects outlined in Section 2.1, we developed an ontology501

named iSeeOnto [93]. This ontology, formulated through literature review502

and analysis of real-world applications, outlines the essential concepts for503

delineating an explanation experience, which will be elaborated in Section504

4.2. Relevant features of best practice explanation experiences are then gath-505

ered from different use cases, stored in a case base, and retrieved based on506

ontology-based weighted similarity. Based on experience-based reasoning and507

similarity retrieval discussion in Section 2.2, iSee assesses similarities between508

query cases and the case base for accurate retrieval utilizing cloodCBR [94].509

Further details on this cloud-based CBR system are provided in Section 4.3.510

The best matching case solution or an explanation strategy is represented us-511

ing BT, as mentioned in Section 2.2. The adaptation and learning function,512

explored in Section 2.3, leads to developing the iSee reuse strategy, designed513

to customize solutions for specific query cases, as elaborated in Section 4.4.514
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Utilizing insights from Section 2.5, the explanation strategy is integrated515

within a chatbot interface to facilitate interactive feedback loops with end-516

users, enabling tailored explanation delivery. Feedback collected during this517

interaction informs further strategy refinement during the revision phase,518

and successful strategies are archived in the case base for future application,519

as discussed in Section 2.4. The processes of revision and retention are fur-520

ther elaborated in Section 4.5, ensuring a dynamic and evolving approach to521

explanation generation within CBR-driven XAI systems.522

Figure 1: iSee CBR methodology showing the four phases

4.2. Formalisation of the Explanation Experiences523

iSeeOnto [93] is an ontology designed explicitly for user-centered XAI,524

focusing on capturing explanation experiences. It facilitates the character-525

ization of these experiences as cases, each comprising a description, a solu-526

tion, and a result, which the iSee CBR engine can then re-purpose. The527

development of iSeeOnto employs the NeON methodology [95] for construct-528

ing ontology networks, guiding the definition of the Ontology Requirements529

Specification Document (ORSD) [96] to outline the purpose, intended end-530

users, and requirements to be met by iSeeOnto. Various explanation intents531

and the types of explanations provided in [12] were helpful in the iSeeOnto532

conceptualization and formalization stages.533

A case outlines an instance of providing an explanation, detailing how534

a particular explanation strategy fulfills specific explanatory needs. Conse-535
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quently, the ontology delineates the case Description as three primary con-536

cepts that characterize such an explanation experience: (1) the specific AI537

model requiring explanation, (2) the necessary features of the Explainer tool538

to elucidate the AI model, and (3) the User along with their knowledge levels539

for understanding the explanation. The Solution, i.e., the explanation strat-540

egy to be applied in this explanation experience case, explains the AI model541

while fulfilling the user’s explanation intents. In iSee, we use BTs to formalize542

the solutions [92], as mentioned in Section 2.2. A BT solution contains the543

questions that reflect user intents, the explainers that will be executed to ad-544

dress said intents, and other structures required to model the relationships545

between them. The formalization of the BTs for representing explanation546

strategies is also included in iSeeOnto as Solution and BT concepts and all547

the concepts that define a BT. The Result concerns the collective evaluations548

made by end-users about the explanation obtained from executing the solu-549

tion. Our previous work [92] provides a comprehensive description of how550

we modeled explanation strategies using BT.551

iSeeOnto concepts, namely Explainer, AI model, and User, include more552

sub-concepts necessary to apply the CBR retrieval and reuse steps to get553

similarities between cases. The case description consists of attributes such554

as AI Task, AI Method, Dataset Type, Portability, Scope, Target, Presen-555

tation, Concurrentness, Intent, TechnicalFacilities, AIKnowledge, Domain-556

Knowledge, and User Questions [92]. The explainer has an explainability557

technique that returns an Explanation Type with a specific Presentation for-558

mat, processes a DatasetType, has different attributes about explainability559

(Concurrentness, Portability, Scope), has a Computational Complexity, ap-560

plies to different AI methods and AI tasks, is implemented by a Framework,561

needs or not Training data and has aModel Access Type. An AI model, which562

is trained using a DatasetType, solves an AI Task, which has an AI goal, us-563

ing an AI method. The user, who has an Intent and TechnicalFacilities (that564

can handle an Explanation Modality), asks a Question, which has a Target.565

The user also possesses Knowledge: AIKnowledge, and DomainKnowledge.566

More details of iSeeOnto [93] can be found here 3.567

3https://w3id.org/iSeeOnto/explanationexperience
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4.3. Retrieval of Explanation Experiences568

The iSee case retrieval system is built on the CloodCBR framework and569

is seamlessly integrated with the iSee Dashboard. Clood is a cloud-based570

CBR framework based on a microservices architecture that facilitates the571

design and deployment of CBR applications of various sizes [97]. It supports572

semantic similarity metrics for local similarity, such as similarity table, word573

embedding-based similarity, and ontology-based similarity measures. The574

use of these similarity metrics helps to reduce retrieval overhead. A more575

detailed description of CloodCBR can be found in [97].576

The retrieval process is triggered by a query characterized solely by its de-577

scription, and the goal is to uncover the solution corresponding to this query.578

When creating a query case, retrieval is done by selecting a part of the knowl-579

edge that the design user provides. Specific attributes and an explanation580

strategy are chosen to represent the case. The ontology components are used581

to consider particular characteristics or properties of a case, which are then582

matched using similarity metrics, namely Wu & Palmer, Query Intersection,583

and Exact Match [97, 92]. Every case attribute is assigned a local similarity584

metric, which is then used to compute the global similarity as the average585

of local similarities between the attributes of the query case and a case from586

the case base. The weights or importance values of the local similarity vary587

depending on the attribute type and similarity metrics. If there is a case588

with query attributes filled by iSee ontology classes or individuals, the case589

retrieval task is to search for explanation strategies from the nearest neigh-590

bors. The system allows users to retrieve top ‘k’ cases, explore recommended591

explanation strategies, and manually refine the selected strategy. The iSee592

case base comprises 18 seed cases from 50 peer-reviewed papers that describe593

how to implement XAI within AI systems with user evaluation [92]. The case594

base will continue to grow by adding new seed cases from the literature and595

retaining new experiences with more complex strategies created within the596

iSee CBR platform.597

4.4. Reuse of Explanation Experiences598

In iSee, the reuse step requires adapting the proposed solutions from the599

retrieval step discussed in Section 4.3. These solutions are represented as600

BTs, with leaves indicating the explainers to apply and composite nodes601

showing how they will execute [92]. While retrieval can provide several solu-602

tions that satisfy AI model needs and user requirements, they may not always603
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suit the use case. The only applicability requirement considered during re-604

trieval is that the AI model and explainer process the same data type. To605

ensure that the BT is suitable for the use case, it is necessary to verify other606

explainer properties, such as the AI task and AI method that the explainer607

can explain, as well as the implementation framework used to implement the608

explainer. The user adapts retrieval solutions to change unsuitable explain-609

ers with iSee’s reuse functionalities. These functionalities enable the reuse of610

explainers and subtrees in the BT during the iSee platform’s reuse step.611

The iSee platform facilitates a tool called the Explanation Experiences612

Editor (iSeeE3) [98], which allows users to create new BTs from scratch or613

edit them manually. It also offers iSee Explanation Library, which provides614

a list of explainers that combine over 50 from various XAI libraries [99].615

The repository of explainers can be found on GitHub 4. The iSee platform616

provides two main functionalities for its reuse step: explainers adaptation617

and BTs adaptation.618

• Explainers adaptation. Users can adapt the non-applicable explain-619

ers in the BT and get a list of similar explainers applicable to the620

case from the iSee explainer library. The similarity of these explainers621

is calculated using semantic similarity metrics based on the semantic622

knowledge that describes an explainer, according to iSeeOnto. Users623

can specify the properties of the new explainer they require by filling624

out a form, and they will receive a list of explainers that are simi-625

lar to their query and fulfill their requirements. Figure 2 illustrates626

the explainer reuse functionality facilitated by iSeeE3. The “Search627

substitute explainers” button shows the set of similar and applicable628

explainers to the one selected that the user might replace. The “Sub-629

stitute explainer with criteria” button will allow users to access this630

functionality through a form to specify the explainer properties needed631

in the list of recommendations.632

• BTs adaptation. Users can replace the whole BT with another appli-633

cable one. They will receive a list of similar BTs based on edit distances634

from the case base solutions whose explainers are relevant to the use635

case. iSee searches for similar BTs, utilizing an adapted Levenshtein636

edit distance to calculate the transformation cost between BTs through637

insertions, deletions, and substitutions. In iSee, this metric is tailored638

4https://github.com/isee4xai/iSeeExplainerLibrary
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Figure 2: Explainers adaptation functionality: iSeeE3 advocates substituting explainers
with similar solutions. In the example, we want to replace the Nearest Neighbors explainer
with another similar one applicable to that use case. Node marked ‘→’ signifies sequence
node, and ‘Variant’ is a composite node.

for graph structures, comparing node and adjacency lists to assess dif-639

ferences between BTs. The iSee platform also enables users to specify640

the properties of the explainers they want in the new BT by filling out641

a form. Figure 3 shows how we can carry out this type of adaptation642

in iSee.643

Users can perform both functionalities manually or automatically. They can644

select the new element from the recommended list of explainers or BTs in the645

manual version. Nevertheless, the automatic version allows users to replace646

the non-applicable explainers or the whole BT by clicking a button, and the647

iSee platform will recommend the most similar and applicable option.648

In CloodCBR, failure-driven transformational case reuse [100] is intro-649

duced to boost problem-solving efficiency by re-purposing solutions from pre-650

vious cases. This approach involves refining less-than-ideal solutions by in-651

corporating elements from the most closely related cases in sparse databases.652

It consists in identifying failures, formulating new solutions tailored to ad-653

dress those failures, and testing them against the intended explanation goals.654
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Figure 3: BTs adaptation functionality: iSeeE3 allows users to find new similar BTs to
replace the current solution. Here, the user can substitute a BT with two explainers at
the top with a simpler one with a different explainer at the bottom.

Through empirical testing, we compared different solution reuse approaches655

and verified the efficacy of the revamped solutions. This method holds656

promise for enhancing the utilization of relevant cases and pinpointing suit-657

able adaptation methods for novel issues, particularly in databases with few658

cases and complex solutions.659

4.5. Revision and Retention of Explanation Experience660

In the revision phase, the iSee platform revises the explanation experi-661

ence, allowing design users to modify the retrieved strategy to meet additional662

requirements manually. These revisions are based on the feedback from the663

end-users who evaluated the explanation strategy using the chatbot [92]. The664

chatbot uses the execution workflow defined by the BT and begins by asking665

users questions about their profile and intention before delivering the relevant666

explanations. After an interactive session, the system collects user feedback667

on the evaluation questionnaire and structures them into a User Evalua-668

tion Result [92]. When numerous user interactions have been accumulated,669
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the design user reviews the User Evaluation Results. Negative feedback,670

indicating unmet explanation needs or dissatisfaction with the provided ex-671

planations, prompts the design user to refine the explanation strategy via672

revision. Once positive feedback confirms end-user satisfaction, the case can673

be retained in the case base as a successful explanation experience, ready for674

future recommendations.675

Retention allows us to add fully developed use cases, which progressed676

through all stages of the iSee CBR, within the case base for future use.677

These complete cases are crucial for responding to new queries on the iSee678

platform, as they encompass problem, solution, and result components, en-679

suring that recommended strategies are proven and effective. Without the680

result component, there is a risk of suggesting unverified or failed strate-681

gies. Therefore, complete cases are vital for embodying the full spectrum682

of explanatory experience and defining ‘success.’ To reflect state-of-the-art,683

the iSee platform also needs to continuously incorporate new seed cases con-684

tributed by XAI practitioners, including innovative explanatory algorithms685

and strategies. However, these contributions may need more associated out-686

comes, indicating their utility in user satisfaction. We have conducted a case687

study on Radiology Fracture Detection (RFD) in our prior research [92],688

which demonstrated the functionality and workings of the iSee platform in689

great detail.690

[rev]691

4.6. Example Use Case: Radiograph Classification for Fracture Detection692

We demonstrate the use of the iSee platform in the real-world using an693

example radiograph fracture detection AI system provided by one of the694

industry partners. Their AI system is implemented using ConvNet-based695

architecture for binary classification of fractures in radiographs. The stake-696

holder explanation needs stems from the need to improve the quality of their697

product for end-users (i.e. clinicians and radiologists) and to increase regu-698

latory compliance with relevant governance bodies. Accordingly, the design699

user described two user groups: 1) clinicians who are using the AI system700

for decision support; and 2) managers who are looking to evaluate the com-701

pliance, risk, and regulatory requirements.702

The design user leverages iSee’s retrieve, reuse, and revision functional-703

ities to create a complete Explanation Experience case and retains in the704

case base. Firstly, a description and implementation of a ConvNet model for705

binary classification of black and white radiography images are entered into706
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the iSee Cockpit. Details of a clinician persona are then entered, alongside707

corresponding intents in transparency and performance, thus completing the708

explanation experience case description. The iSee platform retrieval func-709

tionality uses the case description to query the iSee case base and retrieve710

a set of candidate cases containing historical best practices of explanation711

strategies. The design user reuses the recommended solution and performs712

adaptation to obtain a personalized strategy either using explainer or BT713

adaptation. Finally, when revisions are complete, the case now contains a714

solution component. This proposed solution is then evaluated with target715

end users (e.g., a group of clinicians) to formulate the outcome. This work-716

flow formulates a complete case, which can subsequently be retained in the717

case base to inform future practice.718

4.7. Ethical Considerations in iSee719

The iSee platform is susceptible to confidentiality breaches, a common720

challenge for complex explainability frameworks and multifunctional recom-721

mender systems. These breaches could occur at strategic levels, such as data722

protection risks from ‘intent’ understanding measures, use-case levels through723

explainer models using training data from other AI systems, or individual724

user levels by utilizing personal data for explanations. Legal requirements725

might necessitate avoiding non-anonymized data in sensitive areas, namely726

healthcare, yet data breach risks persist across scenarios. Identifying these727

ethical dimensions is crucial for the iSee system to enable effective threat728

modeling and enhance system security. Security in iSee emphasizes the im-729

portance of monitoring abnormal behavior by explainers to protect against730

cyber threats. Proactive and reactive measures will strengthen security, in-731

cluding user feedback and a suspicious behavior report system. Ensuring732

data confidentiality while maintaining the iSee platform’s effectiveness and733

providing informative explanations is challenging, as there is a risk of inad-734

vertently disclosing personal data via model explanations. Accountability is735

another measure that involves defining the responsibility of users interacting736

with iSee, particularly design users acting as organizational representatives,737

ensuring the correct interpretation of data and results. An ethical agreement738

will govern iSee component use to ensure compliance, smooth adoption, and739

alignment with real-world applications and policy.740
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5. Conclusions741

This paper demonstrates the effective convergence of CBR with XAI by742

deploying a novel CBR-driven XAI platform, iSee. Our exploration of this743

integration reveals the significant potential of CBR to enhance explainabil-744

ity, transparency, and user trust in AI systems [rev] [101]. By leveraging745

the strengths of CBR — its ability to provide relatable, intuitive explana-746

tions based on historical cases [rev] [102] — we have outlined a comprehen-747

sive framework for developing XAI systems that are not only effective but748

also user-centric. This framework involves factors such as case representa-749

tion, domain knowledge integration, experience-based reasoning, similarity750

retrieval, adaptation, and user feedback, which emphasize the essential role751

of CBR in developing adaptable and efficient XAI systems that offer human-752

comprehensible explanations. The case study of the iSee platform serves as753

a concrete example of how CBR can be seamlessly melded with XAI to ad-754

dress complex decision-making processes, ensuring that AI systems remain755

understandable to a diverse array of users [rev] [92]. Selecting the optimal756

explainer from a vast array is challenging, requiring consideration of various757

factors. The iSee platform addresses this by employing CBR and leveraging758

user feedback. This paper also discusses how iSee provides AI designers with759

tools to access and leverage past explanation experiences, aiming to establish760

itself as a premier resource for fostering trust in AI. This research paves the761

way for future advancements, suggesting a promising direction for achieving762

more transparent and trustworthy AI systems within industry and academia.763

As the demand for XAI continues to grow, the synergy between CBR and764

XAI highlighted in this study underscores the critical role of interdisciplinary765

research in bridging the gap between advanced technological capabilities and766

human-centric computing needs.767
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● Investigate CBR's role in enhancing AI explainability. 

● Principles for developing CBR-XAI platforms are highlighted. 

● Novel integration of CBR with XAI is showcased through a CBR-driven XAI 

platform. 
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